New Media Font Technology:
Bitmapped Font

• Hand-tuned for Legibility
• Approved by PRC Government
• Available in Different Writing
Style, Languages, Encodings
“AgfaMonotype bitmapped font is designed for devices such as set-top-box,
mobile phone, PDA to display characters with limited resolution and processing resource. It is also ideal to be
embedded into a font for displaying
characters in small sizes on a
workstation.”

Bitmapped Characters
Bitmapped character usually represents
character shape by bits of 1s and 0s. A 1
represents a black pixel while a 0 represents a white pixel. In the case of grayscale bitmapped character, each pixel is
described by, for example, an eight bit
value which represents the “darkness” of
a pixel.

Comparing with outline characters,
bitmapped characters can be displayed
easily - no complex algorithm or calcuation
is required. However, there are some drawbacks on bitmapped fonts: bitmapped
fonts cannot be scaled easily. In addition,
storage size of bitmapped font increases
with size and they can grow much bigger
than outline font.

All bitmapped fonts provided by
Bitmapped characters can be generated AgfaMonotype are carefully hand-tuned for
from outline font on the fly with a rasteriser. good legibility.
However, even with hinting, such
rasterised bitmapped character cannot
compare to an hand-tuned bitmapped in AgfaMonotype Design Criteria
legibility. This is especially obvious when
the characters are small or resolution is Legibility vs Correctness
low.
Fonts are used to convey messages and
ideas. Therefore it is important to produce
bitmapped fonts that write correctly.
However, as pixel size decreases, it is increasingly difficult to maintain character
writing.
AgfaMonotype bitmapped fonts provide a
good balance between legibility and
correctness. At large sizes, writing correctness takes precedence. While at small
size, we apply techniques such as stroke
drop-out, feature simplications, hence
making it more legible and distinguishable.

Figure 1: 16x16 bitmapped characters

Writings and Locales
When the Unicode Consortium merging character
sets from different locale, they faced a daunting task
of unifying Han ideographs. Since Han ideographs
(also known as Kanji, Hanja) is adopted by Japan,
Korea as part of their language hundreds of years
ago, it has been going through evolutions of their
own. Characters are created, writtings are modified.
Perhaps the most recent one is the creation of simplified Chinese character set in the 1960s.
Due to heritage and other reasons, every country/
location can only accept character writings of what

they are accustomed to. Some country goes further as to require character writing certified. Figure
2 illustrates differences (sometimes subtle) in writings of different locales:
Despite the hard work of the Unicode committee, a
single Unicode character cannot satisfy all locales.

PRC Approval
Government of the People’s Republic of China
stipulates that all information technology products
sold in the country requires certifications to comply
with varies national standards (Guo Biao).
Products uses bitmapped font and outline
typefaces are under this criteria.
AgfaMonotype bitmapped and outline fonts
have received approvals and recommendations from the State Language Committee (SLC) and Committee of Information
Technology Standardisation(CITS) indicating compliance and quality.
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Figure 2: Comparison of writings of different locale
中國字體設計有限公司（C h i n a
Type Design Ltd）在 1986 年於香港成
立，負責所有關於蒙納 Monotype® 公司
的中文字體開發，並擁有一隊經驗豐富
的造字專家。蒙納中文字庫一向備受眾
多重要機構所選用，其中包括牛津大學
出版社、培生教育出版社（即前朗文出版
社）
、香港特別行政區政府、東方報業、蘋
果日報、星島報業、壹傳媒、新加坡報業、
摩根士丹利、機場管理局、HSBC及香港
黃頁等等︙︙
此外，蒙納 Monotype® 公司的中文
字體亦是本港唯一受 Adobe® 檢定及認
可的中文字庫，擁有最先進的造字工具，
促使 Monotype® 字庫的優點無論在造版
機、照排機或激光打印機上都能充份發
揮。
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